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Abstract. The article presents models for detecting fake news and the
results of the analyzes of the application of these models. The precision,
f1-score, recall metrics were proposed as a measure of the model quality
assessment. Neural network architectures, based on the state-of-the-art
solutions of the Transformer type were applied to create the models.
The computing capabilities of the Google Colaboratory remote platform,
as well as the Flair library, made it feasible to obtain reliable, robust
models for fake news detection. The problem of disinformation and fake
news is an important issue for modern societies, which commonly use
state-of-the-art telecommunications technologies. Artificial intelligence
and deep learning techniques are considered to be effective tools in pro-
tection against these undesirable phenomena.

Keywords: Fake news detection· Transformers · Natural Language Pro-
cessing· Deep learning · SocialTruth

1 Introduction

The dynamic development of social media, instant messaging, internet informa-
tion portals, and means of electronic communication resulted in a significant
decrease in the influence and importance of the traditional mass media, such as
radio, television and paper (printed) press. Modern societies use the technical
innovations offered by technology in the ICT area with great enthusiasm.

These dynamic changes are accompanied by new phenomena that may po-
tentially have a destructive impact on society, and may undermine the credibility
of institutions, governments and companies. Fake news is one such undesirable
phenomenon that is present in the ICT revolution. Fake news is defined as de-
liberate disinformation, as an action aimed at causing disorder and information
chaos through false or partially true messages. This phenomenon, initially un-
noticed, is growing. The scale of the impact of this type of practices on society
is evidenced by the fact that it is commonly accepted that fake news influenced
the results of political elections or referenda in politically significant and impor-
tant countries. In these countries, despite them having high levels of democratic
standards and well-established electoral mechanisms, large social groups were
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successfully manipulated through fake news. Fake news can also be used to ma-
nipulate public health, economic marketing, product sales, and public safety.
Considering the above, many institutions, governments, authorities responsible
for security, as well as companies for which ethical standards and the ethos of
the institution are important, significantly increased their interest in the phe-
nomenon of fake news and effective methods of preventing it.

In the fight against fake news, machine learning methods are very successful,
allowing the creation of models that are not only accurate and effective, but
also practical, ensuring the detection of an undesirable phenomenon almost in
real time. Automatic real-time disinformation detection is a must. The enor-
mous amount of information that reaches the average recipient every day means
that the models that do not allow for swift detection of disinformation are not
applicable.

Among the machine learning methods, the methods based on deep learning
show considerable promise. The DL (Deep Learning) methods have been created
based on the learning processes taking place in the human brain. It is expected
that through DL, it will be possible to create models that will not only detect the
already identified types of disinformation, but will be able to act in advance and
identify new, currently unknown techniques of disinformation. The big advantage
of the DL methods is that they can be trained without feature engineering or
with relatively little application of the feature engineering. This allows for the
presumption that a neural network based on DL will automatically detect the
features, which are characteristic for fake news, and that it will do it better than
a human.

Combating disinformation requires the use of NLP (Natural Language Pro-
cessing) techniques, which replace a journalist, linguist or media expert in the
process of evaluating the credibility of information. The NLP procedures imitate
human processes; one such process is intuitive reasoning. The intuitive reasoning
is considered to be a key element in specialists with extensive professional experi-
ence. It is a largely subconscious process resulting from a long process of learning
and gaining experience. The phenomenon of intuitive reasoning in humans is re-
produced in computer deep learning algorithms, where a relatively large amount
of data allows the detection of patterns typical of these data, without the need
to engineer the features before training the neural network.

As regards fake news, the DL-based models allow detection of the features
that are associated with written texts, such as stylistics, phraseology, syntax,
semantics, pragmatics, morphology, i.e., the features that are characteristic of
the author of fake news. Thus, if the author is a human, it should be assumed
that it will be possible to detect the literary features that are constant for a
given author.

The article presents methods based on deep learning models and Transform-
ers architectures. The main goal of this work was to create reliable models allow-
ing the verification of short texts, such as article titles, available on the web. To
meet this challenge, the focus was on the analysis of the architectures that are
considered to be revolutionary, state-of-the-art methods for many NLP tasks.
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The article describes related works in the section 2, the description of Trans-
formers architectures is presented in the section 3, the section 4 is a description
of the proposed methods using the Flair library, the conducted experiments are
included in the section 5. Results and application of the models for verification
of scraped web pages titles are presented in sections 6 and 7, respectively.

2 Related works

Along with the development of AI (Artificial Intelligence) methods, applied in
various research and engineering domains, the methods related to NLP are also
developing dynamically. Text classifiers, which use better and more precise ML
methods, play a special and essential role in defending against fake news. Until
recently, the most commonly applied methods used in text classification were al-
gorithms derived from the Naive Bayes, SVM (Support Vector Machines), CNN
(Convolution Neural Networks) and RNN (Recurrent Neural Networks) algo-
rithms, which are a type of the DNN (Deep Neural Network). Currently, the
methods based on Transformers architectures are achieving outstanding results.

In [21], the authors use the SVM method and the feature selection method
to reduce the data size. Their method has been validated using already classified
datasets. The authors of the article [5] used the Naive Bayes and SVM methods
to classify 327884 pieces of information from Twitter as believable and unbeliev-
able, reporting very high accuracy, up to 99.9%. In another work, an existing
classified dataset was used to create an overview of five ML models detecting
fake news [3]. The authors analyzed classifiers based on Naive Bayes, Logis-
tic Regression, Linear SVM, Stochastic Gradient Classifier and Random Forest
Classifiers. The obtained results showed that SVM and Logistic Regression have
the best performance on the applied dataset in the model [3]. The authors of [17]
focused on deep learning by applying LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory), CNN
and pre-trained GloVe embeddings in their model. A similar hybrid architecture
based on the Flair library [4] was presented in [10], where pre-trained GloVe at
the word embeddings level and RNN at the document embeddings level were
applied. A big change in the classifiers of texts was brought about by the de-
velopment of Transformer techniques and architectures using attention models.
Models based on these techniques are ahead of other, previously used models in
terms of the obtained metrics results; simultaneously, they are strongly parallel,
which results in the possibility of training on parallel platforms, including the
GPUs. This is of essential importance when training the neural network and
optimizing the computing cost, which is high in the case of big data. Trans-
former based methods, specifically BERT, were applied in [9], where BERT base
architectures were applied for fake news detection. In [13], BERT was applied
to build models relating to the credibility of the texts, based on the database,
which contains 20015 news articles, labeled as fake or true [19]; the accuracy of
98% was achieved.

The recent and broad systematic mapping study of the fake news detection
techniques is presented in [12].
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3 Transformers Architectures

The emergence of the self-attention mechanism and Transformer architectures
meant that in NLP algorithms, the context in the sentence is much more im-
portant than the words themselves. This mechanism caused it that the binary
representation of the word (token) is not constant and changes depending on the
surroundings of the words (tokens) in the sentence. The use of Transformers for
NLP-related tasks was proposed in [16], where they are presented as departing
from recursion in favor of the attention mechanism.

Transformer-based methods are present in many architectures; this article
uses the following architectures: BERT [7], RoBERTa [11], DistilBERT [14], xl-
Net [20], DistilGPT2 [18]. They differ mainly in the size and number of the layers
of the neural network applied. The base version of BERT architecture contains
109 million parameters in the case of the cased corpus applied for training,
and 110 million parameters for the situation, when it is trained on the uncased
corpus; BERT large, in turn, contains 335 million parameters [18]. DistilBERT
architectures, trained from the uncased corpus contain 66 million parameters,
DistilGPT2 82 million, RoBERTa large 355 million parameters, xlNet trained
from the corpus cased 340 million parameters [18]. Tab. 1 lists the details of the
Transformer-based architectures.

Table 1: Parameters values of Transformer architectures [18]

Transformer-based
architecture

number of parameters
in millions

number of
layers

hidden states
size

number of
self-attention

heads

BERT base cased 109 12 768 12
BERT base uncased 110 12 768 12

BERT large cased 335 24 1024 16
BERT large uncased 336 24 1024 16
DistilBERT uncased 66 6 768 12

DistilGPT2 82 6 768 12
RoBERTa large 355 24 1024 16

xlNet large cased 340 24 1024 16

4 Transformer based classifiers

In this work, the Flair [4] library was applied to create text classifier models that
detect fake news. This library allows, in addition to choosing the pre-trained
architecture, to define the embeddings technique, whether it be at the word,
sentence or document level. Selection in the Flair is made with the use of the
TransformerDocumentEmbeddings command, which causes the sentence-level
embedding to be extracted, and with the use of the DocumentRNNEmbeddings
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command that document-level embeddings is extracted [4]. Both embeddings
techniques were used in the work to create models.

The choice of the embeddings technique modifies the architecture of the neu-
ral network. The application of the document level embeddings, i.e., producing
vector representations of the entire document, results in adding an additional
layer in the architecture [4]. In the presented work, this additional layer is the
GRU (Gated Recurrent Units) layer. The second key element modifying the
architecture, applied to create the classifier models is the selected pre-trained,
Transformer-based embeddings architecture. In the work, selected Transformer-
based architectures, listed in Tab. 1 were applied with maintaining the values
of the parameters of these architectures presented in the table. The architecture
applied to create the classifier models is therefore dynamic and not the same for
all models. In the article, the following designations for the architectures used
to create models, based on sentence level embeddings and Transformer-based
architectures are introduced: distilbert-base-uncased, distilgpt2, roberta-large,
xlnet-large-cased, bert-large-cased TDE. Architecture based on BERT and doc-
ument level embeddings is marked as bert-large-cased DRE. It does not differ
from the bert-large-cased TDE regarding the implemented Transformer-based
architecture, which is BERT; the difference between architectures is the addi-
tional GRU layer.

The model creation process was as follows: the first step consisted in select-
ing ready-made databases containing article titles that were already classified
as fake and true, next the pre-processing of all data in datasets, setting the
dynamic architecture by the selecting the pre-trained Transformer-based archi-
tecture and choosing embedding technique, the network training based on the
selected version of the dynamic architecture, and the last step was the creation
of the model for classification. The described process is shown in Fig. 1. The
process is repeatable and depicts all the steps that were performed for all the
models created.

5 Experiment setup

This section details the experiments conducted, including the description of the
data applied and the hyperparameters values set in the training routine.

5.1 Collections

Two collections were created for the experiments, based on the data repository
FakeNewsNet, KaiDMML [15]. Both collections contain article titles, grouped as
fake and true. Collection 1 contains the titles of news content that were collected
using the fact-checking website Politifact [8], and collection 2 contains data col-
lected using GossipCop [1]. Collection 1 contains a total of 1056 items, of which
432 are labeled as fake and 624 are labeled as real (true). The titles of the articles
in this collection are relatively short, because the maximum length of the word
sequence is 340 characters. The primary sources of origin of the articles vary,
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Fig. 1: The proposed processing pipeline
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but 7.5% of the items labeled as true came from the www.youtube website, and
3.5% of the items classified as fake came from the www.yournewswire website.

Collection 2 is larger, with 16,817 items classified as true and 5323 items
classified as fake. The number of article titles in the fake category is over three
times smaller than the number of titles in the true category. Like in the collection
1, the web sources are differentiated with the leading portals; in the case of the
titles of articles in the true category, 9.3% are derived from people.com portal,
and in the case of fake articles, 8.6% are derived from the hollywoodlife.com
portal.

5.2 Models training

Before the training, pre-processing was performed and hyperparameters were
set. There are different approaches to pre-processing; in this paper the maxi-
mum reduction was chosen, assuming that the titles of the articles mainly have
an informative function and the linguistic correctness or punctuation were con-
sidered as secondary elements in this context. The assumption was based on the
premise that the linguistic correctness is of secondary importance in spoken and
colloquial language. Social media and internet portals often use simplified, ab-
breviated or even colloquial speech. As part of the pre-processing, punctuation
marks, possible emoticons, website addresses, http and e-mail addresses were re-
moved from the collections. As a result of the reduction, pure text was obtained,
which required less computing power while training the neural network.

The adopted values of hyperparameters vary, depending on the collection
and the adopted embeddings technique (either sentence-level or document-level
embeddings). The hyperparameters adopted for the experiments related to col-
lection 1 are presented in Tab. 2, and the parameters adopted for the experiments
related to collection 2 are presented in Tab. 3.

Table 2: Hyperparameters values of experiments for the collection 1

Hyperparameter
Hyperparameter values

for document-level
embeddings

Hyperparameter values
for sentence-level

embeddings

max number of epochs 5 5
patience 5 3

anneal factor 0.5 0.5
batch size 32 32

learning rate 0.1 3e-05

Collections 1 and 2 were prepared for the cross validation procedure by di-
viding into training, validation and testing parts in the proportion 0.8 / 0.1 /
0.1. However, the collection 2 has been reduced to 8743 items for the training,
1094 items for the validation and 1094 items for the testing, for the purpose of
balancing. The adopted cross validation procedure is the default procedure built
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Table 3: Hyperparameters values of experiments for the collection 2

Hyperparameter
Hyperparameter values

for document-level
embeddings

Hyperparameter values
for sentence-level

embeddings

max number of epochs 15 15
patience 5 3

anneal factor 0.5 0.5
batch size 32 32

learning rate 0.1 3e-05

into the Flair library [4]. This procedure requires dividing the corpus into train-
ing, testing and validation sets. The testing set is used only to conduct tests and
to calculate metrics on the trained and selected as the best one model. The set of
validation is used to indicate the best model from all the models obtained after
each training epoch. The training set is used to train, i.e. modify the parameters
of the neural network. During each training epoch, 10 iterations were performed
using the training set. Five models were made for each collection; for the collec-
tion 1 models based on the following architectures were prepared: roberta-large,
bert-large-cased TDE, distilgpt2, xlnet-large-cased using the sentence-level em-
beddings technique and bert-large-cased DRE with the document-level embed-
dings technique. Models based on the following architectures were created for the
collection 2: bert-large-cased TDE, distilbert-base-uncased, distilgpt2, roberta-
large with the sentence-level embeddings technique and bert-large-cased DRE
with the document-level embeddings technique.

The work related to pre-processing and training of the neural network was
performed on the Google Colaboratory remote platform by applying the GPU
TeslaT4, CUDA version 10.1, RAM 12.72 GB, 68.4 GB HDD, pandas version
1.1.5 and the Flair version 0.6.1.

The computational times required to train the neural network for models for
the collection 1 are from a minimum of 91 seconds to a maximum of 437 seconds,
and for the collection 2 from 1245 seconds to 9909 seconds. Detailed data on
neural network training times are shown in Tab. 4 and 5. On their basis, it was
noticed that more computation time is required for the architectures with more
parameters, and simultaneously, a significant reduction in the computational
time was obtained for the hybrid method, with the use of the document level
embeddings technique.

6 Results

The obtained models were verified by analyzing the following metrics: precision,
recall, f1-score, obtained in the model testing procedure. The conducted analysis
proved, that in the vast majority of cases, the obtained results significantly
outperformed the results presented in the original work for the subject of the
KaiDMML dataset [15]. Tab. 6 depicts the results for the collection 1, and Tab.
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Table 4: Computation time needed for models training, based on collection 1;
the comparison between various architectures applied for the training

Architecture Training time [s]

xlnet-large-cased 437
roberta-large 336

distilgpt2 93
bert-large-cased TDE 353
bert-large-cased DRE 91

Table 5: Computation time needed for models training, based on collection 2;
the comparison between various architectures applied for the training

Architecture Training time [s]

roberta-large 8337
distilgpt2 2309

distibert-base-uncased 3384
bert-large-cased TDE 9909
bert-large-cased DRE 1245

7 for the collection 2; in both tables the results which outperform the results in
[15] are marked in bold.

Table 6: Resulted metrics for testing of models based on the collection 1 for the la-
bel fake (the comparison between architectures, xlnet-large-cased, roberta-large,
distilgpt2, bert-large-cased TDE, bert-large-cased DRE ); the results which out-
perform the values in [15] are marked in bold

Architecture precision recall f1-score

xlnet-large-cased 0.8444 0.8837 0.8636
roberta-large 0.8889 0.9302 0.9091

distilgpt2 0.8788 0.6744 0.7632
bert-large-cased TDE 0.9412 0.7442 0.8312
bert-large-cased DRE 0.8780 0.8372 0.8571

In order to confirm the effectiveness of the created models in detecting false
information and the usefulness of the models in practical applications, additional
practical tests were carried out. They consisted in downloading the titles of ar-
ticles by applying the web scraper technique from selected websites, and their
verification in terms of the content of disinformation or fake news. Sixty-seven
titles were downloaded from the newyorker.com, borowitz-report webpage [6],
and 141 article titles from the Deutsche Welle webpage [2]. The created model,
based on the pre-trained roberta-large architecture and sentence-level embed-
ding technique classified 83.58% of the titles on the website of borowitz-report
as untrue, and 4.96% of the titles on the website of Deutsche Welle also as un-
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Table 7: Resulted metrics for testing of models based on the collection 2 for
the label fake (the comparison between architectures, roberta-large, distilgpt2,
distibert-base-uncased, bert-large-cased TDE, bert-large-cased DRE ); the re-
sults which outperform the values in [15] are marked in bold

Architecture precision recall f1-score

roberta-large 0.7823 0.8308 0.8058
distilgpt2 0.7968 0.7519 0.7737

distibert-base-uncased 0.7914 0.7914 0.7914
bert-large-cased TDE 0.7939 0.7594 0.7762
bert-large-cased DRE 0.7637 0.7350 0.7490

true. Such a large difference in the results confirms the practical effectiveness of
the created model, which clearly indicated the satirical website as a source of
information classified as fake news. The obtained value of the precision metric
of the test was 0.8889.

7 Conclusion

The paper presents effective methods of detecting fake news and disinformation,
based on Transformer architectures. The major contribution is the creation of
disinformation detection models based on the Flair library, which enables to
design various architectures to train neural networks. The architectures were
created through the implementation of pre-trained Transformers based architec-
tures and the application of the sentence level or the document level embed-
dings. The presented experiments have proved that applying remote platforms
and state-of-the-art NLP approaches can successfully detect disinformation. The
results of the experiments showed that the Transformer based models outperform
the models reported so far.

For the future work, experiments are planned on much larger databases,
which will be created from scratch by obtaining contents from publicly available
websites using the web scraper techniques. Data classification will be made on
the basis of the prevailing opinions about sources, i.e., the addresses of websites.
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